INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
Athens 22-23-24/11/2018
Port cities and maritime routes in Eastern Mediterranean and Black Sea (18th-21st centuries)
Co-organized: Harokopio University and University of Macedonia

PROGRAM

Thursday 22 November 2018

9:00-10:00 Registration

10:00-11:00 Opening- Welcome Introduction (Harokopio University, Central Building, Amphitheater “George Karabatzos”)

11:00 Keynote Speeches (Amphitheater)
Chair: Eleni Gavra, Evangellia Georgitsoyanni

11:00-11:30 Georges Prevelakis
Europe and the sea: the East Mediterranean lessons.

11:30-12:00 Michel Bruneau
Comparative approach of greek port-cities and maritime routes of the Black Sea in 19th century: two different economic and migratory systems.

12:00-13:00 Welcome drink

13:00 Keynote Speeches (Amphitheater)
Chair: Alexandros-Faidon Lagopoulos, Paris Tsartas

13:00-13:30 Veli Aydin
A port city at the backyard of Istanbul: Rodoscuk (Tekirdağ) in the 19th century

13:30-14:00 Henk Driessen
A Reappraisal of Mediterranean Ports and Cosmopolitanism

14:00-14:30 Harris Kokkosis
Maritime Spatial Planning and port cities: Prospects and Challenges

14:30-15:30 Light Lunch
15:30 Session 1 (Amphitheater)

Theoretical approaches. Policies-geopolitical strategies and ekistics

Chair: Shtelian D. Shterionov, Georgios Kritikos

15:30- 15:45 Elena Samourkasidou
Tanzimat Reforms and Urban Transformations in Ottoman port-cities

15:45-16:00 Lazaros Vasileiadis
The removal of the Greek population of Crimea to the Azov Sea region after the Treaty of Küçük Kaynarca (1774) and the creation of new port cities Rostov, Taganrog and Mariupol

16:00-16:15 Evangelos P. Dimitriadis, Dimitris P. Drakoulis
The railroad ports of Macedonia and Thrace at the end of 19th century

16:15-16:30 Aristotelis N. Spyridopoulos
Czechoslovakia’s efforts to move down to warmer waters: 1920 - 1922. The case for ports of Thessaloniki and Kavala

16:30-16:45 Shtelian D. Shterionov
The "Anatolikos Astir" newspaper (1861-1877) and the Maritime Affairs of the Bulgarian Lands during the Revival

16:45-17:00 Nikolaos Liazos
East Black Sea in the Turkish novel “Sacred Icon”

17:00-17:30 Discussion
17:30-18:00 Coffee

18:00 Session 2 (Amphitheater)

Socio-economic development process of settlements and coastal regions

Chair: Maria Sirago, Despina Sdrali

18:00-18:15 Domna Lyratzopoulou, Grigoris Zarotiadis,
Urbanization in the Black Sea area: an empirical analysis

18:15-18:30 Maria Sirago
Brave capitains: the Neapolitan merchant navy in the Black Sea ports (1815 - 1860)

18:30-19:00 Symeon Andronidis
“Every harbor and gloom”: The uses, the economy and the geo-political importance of the harbor of Thessaloniki in today’s era

19:00-19:15 Vasilis Dimitriadis
The economical and commercial image of Smyrna and its region through the Hellenic and English diplomatic and consular documents (mid 19th – early 20th cent.). An assessment
19:15-19:30 Spiros Dimanopoulos, Dimitris Kypriotakis
*Crisis and modernization. The port of Heraklion and the local economy crisis in the interwar period and the first post-war period*

19:30-20:00 Discussion

**Friday 23 November 2018**

**9:00 Session 3.1 (Central Building, Amphitheater)**

**Socio-economic development process of settlements and coastal regions**

Chair: Florin Marinescu, Ciprian Lucrețius Suciu

9:00-9:15 Florin Marinescu
*The Greek community of the city of Constanta, Romania*

9:15-9:30 Thodoris Kontaras
*Greek cities at the Bulgarian shore of the Black Sea and their cultural contribution*

9:30-9:45 Aikaterini Georgiadou
*The Hellenism of "Princess Odessa"*

9:45-10:00 Maria-Despoina Tzavla
*The impact of the medieval settlements of Mirabello in Crete, on the development of the Mirabello Bay and the foundation of Hagios Nikolaos in the beginning of 20th century*

10:00-10:15 Christos Bakalis
*Networks and the modernization process in the northeast Aegean islands (19th - 20th century). A comparative approach to islands' port towns*

10:15-10:30 Maria Parasceva
*Maritime roads, migration and trade of Tsakonia (SE Peloponnese) with the Eastern Mediterranean and the Black Sea: Social and cultural impacts*

10:30-11:00 Discussion
11:00-11:30 Coffee

**Session 3.2 (Library Building, Ceremonial Hall)**

**Socio-economic development process of settlements and coastal regions**

Chair: Ioanna Spiliopoulou, Evangelia Bafouni

9:00-9:15 Athanasios Nasiaras
*From theory to practice: Redesigning the port of Thessaloniki through the study of Άγγελος Γκίνης*

9:15-9:30 Joanna Tsiganou
Sea routes in the Eastern Mediterranean ports of the 19th and 20th centuries. The "gray zone" of traders and smugglers' activities

9:30-9:45 Eleni Kyramargiou
Social and spatial transformations in Perama

9:45-10:00 Ioanna Spiliopoulou, Ioannis Solaris
The social and economic development of the port city of Kalamata at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century

10:00-10:15 Evangelia Bafouni
Piraeus (19th-21st century): From a deserted place to a buzzing port

10:15-10:30 Nikolaos Melios
Rebranding or regenerating Piraeus: The Cultural Reserve of the City as a lever of its Contemporary Identity and Image Change in the Context of the Socio-Economic Reconstruction

10:30-11:00 Discussion
11:00-11:30 Break-Coffee

11:30 Session 4.1 (Amphitheater)
Urban and regional maritime space and networks, natural and manmade environment
Chair: Georgios Tsotsos, Christos Chalkias

11:30-11:45 Christos Chalkias, Agamemnon Tselikas, Vagelis Papadias, Christoforos Vradis
Developing Geoportals and Web GIS Applications for Mediterranean Cities with the use of Historical Maps

11:45-12:00 Constantin Canavas
The trade that did not exist: Tracing maritime routes between Catalonia and the Ottoman Levant in the eighteenth century

12:00-12:15 Salvatore Bottari, Alessandro Abbate
Shipping and trade between the Straits of Messina and the Black Sea (1787-1806)

12:15-12:30 George Papam-Papamattheakis, Valerian A. Portokalis, Xenia Stoumpou
Piraeus: Cartographies of a counter-paradigm

12:30-12:45 Ana Maria Petrescu
The transformation of port-city Sulina under the influence of the European Commission of the Danube along the maritime Danube. 1856 - 1939

12:45-13:00. Tülin Selvi Ünlü, Tolga Ünlü
Waterfront Development in Eastern Mediterranean Port Cities from the nineteenth to twentieth centuries

13:00-13:15 Georgios Tsotsos
A contribution to the study of port-cities network in Asia Minor in the second half of 19th and early 20th century

13:15-13:30 George K. Vaggelas, Thanos A. Pallis
Shipping and transport strategies served by port-cities: The Black Sea

13:30-14:00 Discussion
14:00- 15:00 Light Lunch

Session 4.2 (Ceremonial Hall)

Urban and regional maritime space and networks, natural and manmade environment

Chair: Dora Monioudi-Gavala, Ioannis Mpakirtzis

11:30-11:45 Ioannis M. Mpakirtzis
Statistics about the position of Kavala’s port and town on the northern Aegean economic - transport network, deriving from the 1325/1907 Ottoman Yearbook (Selanik Vilayeti)

11:45-12:00 Jordan F. Sinamides
The relationship between tobacco sea routes and land network of Ottoman Empire in Eastern Macedonia and Thrace

12:00-12:15 Konstantinos Gr. Tsaltas
Logbooks of two Kytherian merchant ships, which travelled during the 1st half of the 19th century (1839-1841, 1853-1855), as testimonies of shipping, financial and merchant history

12:15-12:30 Georgios Klokidis
The position of Belgrade and Zemun on the Danube navigation network

12:30-12:45 Anastasia Zoi Souliotou

12:45-13:00 Kostas Paloukis
The Reconstruction of the Thessaloniki port in the first post-war period: The role of AMAG as part of the Marshall Plan

13:00-13:15 Aggeliki Anagnostou
Urban waterfront, subject of international concern

MAESTRALE: Blue energy and the development of coastal areas

13:30-14:00 Discussion
13:45- 15:00 Light Lunch

15:00 Session 5.1 (Amphitheater)
Ekistics reserve, cultural heritage (monuments, archaeological sites, historical places) and sea

Chair: Zoi Godosi, Riva Lavva

15:00-15:15 Evangelia Georgitsoyanni
The Greek community in the Danubian city- port of Galați in Romania: Historical and Artistic Testimonies based on funeral monuments

15:15- 15:30 Vasilis S. Dimitriadis
The geographer K. Papamichalopoulos and early 20th century Pontus

15:30- 15:45 Riva Lava
Polis and Architecture in the Black Sea

15:45- 16:00 Ciprian Lucrețiu Suciu
The church and school in port cities on the Danube. From Sulina to Iron Gates. Highlighting the cultural heritage of Greek people from Romania

16:00-16:15 Zoi Godosi
Ports in the inland: the representation of cities, ports and ships in folk art (18th-19th century)

16:15- 16:30 Stamatina G. Malikouti
Comparative and interpretative remarks on the architectural heritage of Modern Piraeus

16:30- 16:45 Panagiotis Kontolaimos
Imaginary Secret Geographies: The bound between the island of Lesvos and the Holy Land and its sea route connection

16:45-17:00 Maria Panakaki, Vasilis S. Dimitriadis
The Hellenic cultural heritage in Propontis. The example of Trigleia

17:00-17:30 Discussion
17:30-18:00 Break-Coffee

15:00 Session 5.2 (Ceremonial Hall)

Ekistics reserve, cultural heritage (monuments, archaeological sites, historical places) and sea

Chair: Eleni Gavra, Despina Dimelli

15:00-15:15 Dora Monioudi-Gavala
Seafront planning in the port cities of the Eastern Mediterranean after the harbour works of the late 19th century as entrepreneurial and architectural modernism: the case of Chios

15:15- 15:30 Katerina Ritzouli
The region of Eastern Macedonia and Thrace during the 19th-beginning of 20th c.: Networks,
15:30- 15:45 **Aikaterini Tzamou**  
*Trebizond in the pages of travellers (18th -20th century)*

15:45- 16:00 **Dimitra Peristeropoulou**  
*The ekistic and cultural heritage of the Greek community at Sulina, Romania*

16:00-16:15 **Vasiliki Arkoumani**  
*The Old Town of Chania: The role of the western monastic orders in the conformation of the historic harbour- reflections on the contemporary spatial and social structures.*

16:15-16:30 **Despina Dimelli**  
*Issues of protection and development of coastal traditional settlements of Cyclades*

16:30- 16:45 **Anna Prasinou**  
*The bunkering station at Cocca of Tzia*

16:45-17:30 Discussion
17:30-18:00 Break-Coffee

**Saturday 24 November 2018**

9:00 6th Session (Central Building, Amphitheater)

**Management and enhancement of ekistics reserve and cultural heritage**

**Chair: Theano Terkenli, Georgios Malindretos**

9:00-9:15 **Georgios Malindretos, Sonia Mavrommati**, *The parallel roads of culture and trade/Logistics. From Alexander the Great to the new Silk Road*

9:15-9:30 **Anna Micheli**  
*The contribution of public art in the creation of cultural networks for the production of archaeological knowledge in the Aegean Islands. The case of Mytilene’s city*

9:30-9:45 **Christos P. Tsamissis**  
*Thessalonike: From the Hellenistic-roman city-port towards the modern Historical Centre. Approaching urban environment as a time-spatial whole*

9:45- 10:00 **Konstantinos Chatzifragkios-Makrydakis**  
*Forms of architectural creation in cities - ports in the eastern Mediterranean. Portolago: The missing city/ Lakki: The preserved city*

10:00-10:15 **Vasileios D. Spanos, Dimitrios Tsiotas, Labros Sdrolias**  
*The empowerment of port cities based on cultural spacetime*

10:15-10:30 **Panagiota Papanikolau**  
*The Port of Thessaloniki: A source of artistic inspiration, but also a place of cultural sustainability*
10:30-10:45 Maria Moira, Dimitrios Makris
*Literature and new digital technologies in the case of the port of Heraklion, Crete. Urban Memory, Narrative Spaces, New Digital Technologies*

10:45-11:00 Despoina E. Schistou, Theano S. Terkenli
*Towards a landscape policy - strategy: The case of Greece*

11:00-11:30 Discussion
11:30-12:00 Break-Coffee

**12:00 Session 7.1 (Amphitheater)**

*Ports and cities-stations as meeting places of the local with the Other. Semiotic approaches*

Chair: Fotini Tsibiridou, Ifigeneia Vamvakidou

12:00-12:15 Fotini Tsibiridou
*Sea front Cosmopolitanism and counterpublics. An ethnographic path from Peran Palace to Istanbul Modern*

12:15-12:30 Ifigeneia Vamvakidou, Germanos Vasileiadis, Ilias Sailakis
*Geographical and chronological representation of the Mediterranean Sea in the “Illustrated History” public magazine*

12:30-12:45 Iuliana Wainberg - Drăghiciu
*XIXth century Romanian writers, travelers through the Black Sea and Eastern Mediterranean Sea*

12:45-13:00 Edith Uncu
*Freeze-Frame on the Hellenic Community in Sulina: Customs and Traditions*

13:00-13:15 Aleksandra V. Jovanović
*Mediterranean Ports and Towns in the Fiction of Dragan Velikic*

13:15-13:30 Irene Kamberidou
*Revealing experiences hidden from history: Through the eyes of women travelers in the Eastern Mediterranean and Black Sea regions in the 17th to early 20th centuries*

13:30-13:45 Fotiny Christakoudy - Konstantinidou
*Nikos Kavvadas - the maritime wanderings of a poet*

13:45-14:00 Ioannis Georgikopoulos
*The Southeastern Aegean and the World: Premodern Roots of a Postmodern Cultural and Economic Coastal Network*

14:00-14:30 Discussion
14:30-15:30 Light Lunch
Session 7.1 (Library Building, Ceremonial Hall)

Ports and cities-stations as meeting places of the local with the Other. Semiotic approaches

Chair: Stavroula Mavrogeni, Tatiana Triantafillidou

12:00-12:15 Tatiana Triantafillidou
Black Sea Greek Cities-Ports in Russian literature: Laestrygonians, Cormorants and Smugglers

12:15-12:30 Stavroula Mavrogeni
Ports and seas in Serbian art production

12:30-12:45 Maria Thanopoulou, Chryssanthi Zachou
The Port Cities of Collective Memory: Spatial frames and Social Signification in the Narratives of Seamen

12:45-13:00 Krystallenia Gavriilidou, Maria Chasioti
The Ionians at the Black Sea since 1774 until 1864

13:00-13:15 Kalliope Pavli
Smyrna, a metropolitan port of the late 19th century: mirroring the commercial interests, the social interactions, the national obsessions

13: 15-13:30 Markella Ioannidou, Anastas Basoglou, Filippos Tournidis
Human Geography of the city through poetry and music: Athens, Belgrade, Thessaloniki

13:30-13:45 Efthimia Dimitrakopoulou
New Hosting Mechanisms. Study of residence in the limits of the sea and the city of Volos

13:45-14:30 Discussion
14:30-15:30 Light Lunch

15:30 Session 8 (Amphitheater)

Promotion of cultural reserve in port cities and tourism

Chair: Constantin Canavas, Maria Kouri

15:30-15:45 Maria Paola Profumo
From the landscape to the seascape

15:45-16:00 Dimitrios Lagos, Anna Maria Pachou, Polixeni Lyberi
The development of Yachting Tourism in Greece

16:00-16:15 Nikos Vandoros
Digital applications in monument management. The case of the Zea Shipseds in Piraeus

16:15-16:30 Georgios Dermitzoglou, Despina Sdrali
The funerary monuments of Piraeus as evidence of its history and their utilization in the context of urban tourism

16:30-16:45 Catalina Dana Preda

Sulina-port and gate for the Black Sea maritime routes

16:45-17:00 Maria Kouri

“Voyaging with Varvakis”: Proposal of a cross-border cultural tourism route as a means of cultural diplomacy

17:00-17:15 Myrofora Efstathiadou, Rea Kakampoura

Nostalgia tourism and collective memory of Pontian travelers’ from Greece in Trebizond

17:15-17:30 Panagiota Michalopoulou, Anastasia Zafeiropoulou-Makrigenis

The promotion of the cultural reserve as a means of tourist development: The case of the port of Katakolon “John Latsis”

17:30-18:00 Discussion
18:00-18:30 Break

18:30-19:30 Conclusions- End of the Conference (Amphitheater)

Alexandros-Faidon Lagopoulos (Chair), Georgios Kritikos, Paris Tsartas, Fotini Tsibiridou

Sunday 25 November 2018

Visit to Piraeus
With the support of the Municipality of Piraeus.
Organization: Directorate of Culture of the Municipality of Piraeus

10:30-11:30 Archaeological Museum of Piraeus (Guided tour: Dimitris Katsoulakos, Dr. in History, Dipl. Tour guide)

12:00-13:00 Municipal Art Gallery of Piraeus (Guided tour: Directorate of Culture of the Municipality of Piraeus)

13:00-14:00 Gala by the Municipality of Piraeus in the Municipal Art Gallery

(The transition to and from Piraeus will be made by tour buses)